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Abstract
There is a well explored relationship between quantum mechanical scattering from a potential
and the Korteweg–de Vries (KdV) equation of ﬂuid dynamics: if the potential is ‘evolved’
according to the KdV equation then it will have the same reﬂectivity and transmissivity as a
function of energy, for each snapshot in time. In this work we explore this connection in optics,
where the permittivity plays the role of the potential. We begin by deriving the relationship
between the Helmholtz equation and the KdV equation in terms of the current induced in a
material when a permittivity proﬁle is changed slightly. It is then shown that the KdV equation
can be used to design a plethora of bounded complex potentials that are relfectionless from both
sides for all angles of incidence, and planar periodic media that exhibit a real Bloch vector for all
angles of propagation. Finally we apply the KdV equation to reduce the reﬂection of a wave
from an interface between two media of differing refractive indices.
Keywords: reﬂectionless materials, metamaterials, inhomogeneous media, nonlinear wave
equations
(Some ﬁgures may appear in colour only in the online journal)
1. Introduction
Wave propagation through inhomogeneous materials is more
subtle than an application of ray optics would suggest. When
the material properties change on a scale that is comparable to
the wavelength then the wave will reﬂect, and in general the
reﬂection depends in an intricate way on the exact spatial
dependence of the material properties. Until relatively
recently it was difﬁcult to explore these subtle interactions of
waves with matter, simply because the material properties
could not be precisely speciﬁed as a function of position.
However, this situation has now changed somewhat; ‘meta-
material’ structures [1–3] have been developed, where the
material is engineered on a sub-wavelength scale so that it can
be treated as a continuous function of position. Such struc-
tures have been developed for controlling electromagnetic [4],
acoustic [5], and water waves [6], as well as diffusion phe-
nomena such as heat [7]. To determine the necessary material
properties to manipulate the wave in a desired way, one
applies theories such as transformation optics [8, 9], which
exploit the equivalence between inhomogeneous material
properties and coordinate transformations.
The purpose of this paper is to explore how a different
equivalence might be used to understand the effect of inho-
mogeneous media on the propagation of waves. We shall
illustrate how a family of nonlinear wave equations (known as
the Korteweg–de Vries (KdV) hierarchy [10]) can be used to
manipulate the reﬂection coefﬁcient r of a planar electro-
magnetic material through ‘evolving’ the permittivity proﬁle
 x( ) from one functional form to another. Although the lit-
erature on the relationship between the KdV hierarchy and the
Helmholtz equation is vast (see e.g. [11] and references
therein), the typical concern is with using the Helmholtz
equation as a tool for solving the KdV equation rather the
reverse, and the possibility of investigating this relationship
with metamaterial structures does not seem to have been
considered. Here we imagine a regime that seems to be
possible with metamaterials, where we have a very ﬁne
control over an isotropic permittivity  x( ) as a function of
position (in comparison to the wavelength of interest) and that
we can control both its real and imaginary parts.
In the ﬁrst part of this work we re-derive the result that
‘evolving’ a permittivity proﬁle  x( ) in ‘time’ according to
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the KdV equation leads to a continuous family of proﬁles that
all have a reﬂection coefﬁcient that is different only by a
phase. This derivation is carried out in terms of the current
that must be induced in a material when the permittivity
proﬁle is changed slightly. Requiring that the radiation at x
produced by this current only change the ﬁeld in a way that
depends on ﬁeld values inﬁnitesimally close to x leads us to
the ﬁrst two evolution equations in the KdV hierarchy. We
then show that some recent results concerning reﬂectionless
media [12–16] can be derived in the same way.
The second part of the paper is concerned with the
possible application of the KdV hierarchy to the design of
planar permittivity proﬁles. We demonstrate the design of a
family of complex materials that are reﬂectionless from both
sides for all angles of incidence, and periodic planar media
that do not exhibit a band gap for any angle of propagation.
Finally we demonstrate that the KdV equation can be used to
modify an interface between two different values of the
permittivity in such a way that the reﬂectivity r 2∣ ∣ is reduced
for a range of angles of incidence. Throughout this work we
treat waves of a single frequency, and interest ourselves in
manipulating the reﬂection of a planar medium as a function
of angle.
2. Trajectories through equivalent inhomogeneous
media
Given the lack of many general statements one can make
about wave propagation through inhomogeneous media,
one line of attack is to separate out the possible functions  x( )
into families that have closely related scattering properties.
Take for example monochromatic electromagnetic waves
polarized along zˆ and propagating in the x–y plane through an
inhomogeneous slab with complex permittivity  =xs ( )
+ u x1 s ( ). These are governed by the Helmholtz equation
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥j
¶
¶ + + - =x k u x k k x 0, 1s y s
2
2 0
2
0
2 2( ) ( ) ( )
where js is the electric ﬁeld amplitude, and u x 0s ( ) as ¥x∣ ∣ . The translational symmetry along the y-axis,
allowed us to perform a Fourier transform of js in the y
coordinate, with y derivatives being replaced by factors of
q=k ki i siny 0 ( ), with θ determining the angle of incidence.
The subscript ‘s’ on the permittivity labels one of a
continuous family of inhomogeneous media (schematic shown
in ﬁgure 1). Differentiating (1) with respect to s we can
determine how the ﬁeld changes as we move along a
trajectory through this family of proﬁles
òj j¶ ¶ = - ¢ ¢ ¶ ¢¶ ¢xs h x k x G x x k u xs xd , , , 2s s s s s02 0( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
where hs(x) is some combination of the two solutions to the
homogeneous equation (1) that we are free to choose and
¢G x x k, ,s 0( ) is the retarded Green function (analytic in the
upper half k0 plane), obeying the equation
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥ d
¶
¶ + + - ¢ = - ¢x k u x k k G x x k x x, , .
3
s y s
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2
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Equation (2) tells us that the ﬁeld at a ﬁxed position x in
the proﬁle +u xs ds ( ) differs from that in us(x) generally
depending on all other points in space. While this is not at all
informative in the general case, this paper is concerned with
those particular choices of evolution equation ¶ ¶u ss when
the right hand side of (2) can be made to depend only on x
j j¶ ¶ =
x
s
A x x 4s s s
( ) ˆ ( ) ( ) ( )
with A xsˆ ( ) some operator depending on  xs ( ) and derivatives
with respect to x (it is a local operator). To better understand
the physical meaning of reducing (2) to (4), we understand the
quantity j= ¶j us s s( ) appearing in (2) as a current induced in
the material due to the change of permittivity, which is the
source of the additional radiation j¶s s. This current is
proportional to the unperturbed value of the ﬁeld js times
an ‘envelope’ ¶ ¶u ss . Choosing ¶ us s such that the ﬁeld
changes according to (4) amounts to a choice of envelope
function such that the radiation that reaches x from all other
points in space cancels out, leaving only that coming from
inﬁnitesimally close to x. That this is at all possible in any
non–trivial cases is surprising, and as we shall see sometimes
quite useful.
Equation (4) is of the same form as the time dependent
Schrödinger equation, and by analogy the general solution is a
path ordered exponential [17]. An important aspect of the
theory we are discussing is that in many cases Asˆ can be
reduced to something independent of ‘time’ (‘s’) when
 ¥x∣ ∣ , because here the permittivity reduces to unity. The
Figure 1. A schematic illustration of ‘permittivity space’. The
possible permittivity proﬁles  = + u1s s are parameterised by a
‘time’ s and we move through ‘permittivity space’ so that the ﬁeld
changes according to (4): j j¶ =x A x ss s s s( ) ˆ ( ) ( ). This results in a
family of generally complex permittivity proﬁles with identical
transmission coefﬁcients, and reﬂection coefﬁcients that change
according to (5). An example of such an evolution is given by the
Korteweg–de Vries equation (11).
2
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path ordering then ceases to matter and we have
j j=x As xexps 0( ) ( ˆ ) ( ). Now consider a wave incident from
the left of the proﬁle. On the far left we have an incident wave
plus a reﬂected one, j = + -k x r k xexp i exp ix x0 0( ) ( ). The
‘evolution’ over s changes this toj = A k s k xexp i exp is x x( ( ) ) ( )
+ - -r A k s k xexp i exp ix x0 ( ( ) ) ( ), where = -k k kx y02 2 1 2[ ]
and A ki x( ) is the function obtained from replacing the deri-
vatives within the operator by ki x. Therefore in cases where
(4) holds for all x, the reﬂection coefﬁcient from the proﬁle rs
‘evolves’ in ‘time’ as follows
= - - -r re 5s A k A k si i 0x x ( )[ ( ) ( )]
and the transmission coefﬁcient is left unchanged
=t t . 6s 0 ( )
This paper is concerned with the application of (5), (6) to
manipulate the reﬂection from inhomogeneous complex
media.
2.1. Translational symmetry
We have not yet shown that the change in the ﬁeld (2) can
ever be written as the local operation (4). This can be
demonstrated in a rather elementary case, where the trajectory
parameterized by ‘s’ simply corresponds to a translation of
the permittivity proﬁle in space.
A family of permittivity proﬁles that are all of the same
shape, but centred at different positions can be generated by
¶
¶ =
¶
¶
u x
s
V
u x
x
,s s
( ) ( )
where V is the ‘velocity’ at which the proﬁle moves as a
function of s. Substituting this into (2), integrating by parts,
and applying (1) and (3) we obtain
⎡
⎣⎢ò
j j
j
j
¶
¶ =
¶
¶ +
- ¢ ¶¶ ¢
¶ ¢
¶ ¢
¶ ¢
¶ ¢
+ - ¢ ¢
x
s
V
x
x
h x
V x
x
G x x k
x
x
x
k k x G x x k
d
, ,
, , . 7
s s
s
s s
y s s
0
0
2 2
0
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )] ( )
The boundary terms from the integral correspond to waves
whose source lies at inﬁnity, and are solutions to the
homogeneous equation (1). Therefore hs can always be
chosen to eliminate these terms and we are left with
j j¶
¶ =
¶
¶
x
s
V
x
x
8s s
( ) ( ) ( )
the right hand side of which is of the form (4), with = ¶A V xˆ .
Thus the reﬂection coefﬁcients change with s according to
= -r re 9s k Vs2i 0x ( )
with the transmission coefﬁcients unaltered. This is the
expected change in the reﬂection coefﬁcient after a translation
of the permittivity by a distance Vs. Note that V is not
restricted to real values, and that a translation of the proﬁle by
a complex distance will exponentially amplify or diminish the
reﬂection rather than shift it by a phase [16].
2.2. The KdV hierarchy
There are an inﬁnite number of less elementary evolution
equations for us that reduce the change in the ﬁeld (2) to a
local operation (4). For example suppose the evolution of the
permittivity is governed by some third order differential
equation ¶ = ¶ +u a u ...s s x s3 . With this form of evolution1, the
change in the ﬁeld (2) reduces to
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
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⎤
⎦⎥
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j j j
j
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+ - ¶ ¢¶ ¢ ¢ ¢ +
s
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x
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x
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2 d 3
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s
s
s
y
s
s s
0
2
0
2
0
2
0
2 2
0
( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
the integral term in (10) can be removed through choosing the
evolution equation for us as,
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
¶
¶ =
¶
¶ +
¶
¶
u x
s
a
u x
x
k u x
u x
x
6 11s s s
s
3
3 0
2( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
which is the KdV equation [18], a nonlinear wave equation
that was initially applied to the propagation of shallow water
waves, but has since appeared in many areas of physics,
including plasma physics [19] and acoustics [20]. If the
permittivity proﬁle is subject to evolution by (11)—which is
notably independent of ky—the ﬁeld correspondingly trans-
forms as
j j j
j
¶
¶ =
¶
¶ +
¶
¶
+ ¶¶
x
s
a
x
x
ak u x
x
x
k a
u x
x
x
4 6
3 12
s s
s
s
s
s
3
3 0
2
0
2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
which has the form (4) with = ¶ + ¶ +A a ak u4 6s x s x3 02ˆ
¶ak u3 x s02 . Note that to obtain (12) from (10), the homo-
geneous part of the ﬁeld hs must be chosen (as in the
preceding section) to eliminate any boundary terms arising
from the integrations by parts. In the limit  ¥x∣ ∣ this
reduces to = ¶A a4 x3ˆ , meaning that as we increase ‘s’ the
reﬂection coefﬁcients change as follows (see (5))
=r ak s rexp 8i 13s x3 0( ) ( )
with the transmission coefﬁcients unchanged. Figure 2
demonstrates the validity of (13) for real a, showing that a
slab of uniform real permittivity evolved in ‘time’ according
to the KdV equation becomes a complicated sum of solitary
waves, while retaining the same reﬂectivity as a function of
angle. It is interesting to note that a wave evolving according
to the KdV equation satisﬁes an inﬁnite number of
conservation laws [10], the ﬁrst two of which are
ò¶ =u xd 0s s and ò¶ =u xd 0s s2 : for us this translates into
an inﬁnite number of integrals of functions of the permittivity
that must remain identical for the medium to have the same
reﬂectivity rs 2∣ ∣ as a function of angle.
1 A choice of even order differential equation, e.g. ¶ = ¶ +u a u ...s s x s2 would
yield a dissipative equation for us, and we do not explore this case here.
3
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A similar procedure can be carried out to generate a
bewildering variety of evolution equations for us, some of
which are unavoidably dependent on ky and some not.
Besides patience, what one learns is; ﬁrstly that there are a
vast number of permittivity proﬁles with identical reﬂectivity
as a function of angle; and less surprisingly that there is an
even more vast set of proﬁles with the same reﬂectivity at a
ﬁxed angle of incidence, all of which can be generated in a
systematic way. As a further example we take
¶ = ¶ +u a u ...s s x s5 in (2) and apply (1) and (3), obtaining
after a long series of manipulations the following ky inde-
pendent evolution equation for the permittivity
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
¶
¶ =
¶
¶ +
¶
¶
+ ¶¶
¶
¶ +
¶
¶
u x
s
a
u x
x
k u x
u x
x
k
u x
x
u x
x
k u x
u x
x
10
20 30
14
s s
s
s
s s
s
s
5
5 0
2
3
3
0
2
2
2 0
4 2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
with the ﬁeld evolving according to
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
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In this case in the limit  ¥x∣ ∣ the local operator reduces to
= ¶A a16 x5ˆ , meaning that the reﬂection coefﬁcients transform
as = -r ak s rexp 32is x5 0( ) (see ﬁgure 3). The above two
evolution equations (11) and (14) are simply the ﬁrst two of
what is known as the ‘KdV hierarchy’ [23], an inﬁnite set of
increasingly complicated nonlinear equations under the
evolution of which the reﬂection coefﬁcient transforms as (5).
Figure 2. (a) Example proﬁle evolving according to (11) from an initial homogeneous slab l= + +=u k x k1 tanh 3 1 tanh 3 3.975s 0 0 0[ ( )][ ( (
- x5 ))], for Îs 0, 10[ ], with =a k1 8 03 and l p= k2 0 (numerical integration of the KdV equation was adapted from the Scipy
Cookbook [21]). As s increases the slab breaks up into small ripples that rapidly spread out, plus solitons [22]. This particular proﬁle is
chosen to have negligible reﬂection at normal incidence, and panels (c), (d) show that this property is retained as s increases. The real and
imaginary parts of the ﬁeld are superimposed on the permittivity proﬁle in blue and green respectively, and the absolute value is shown in
red. (b) Reﬂectivity as a function of angle q=k k siny 0 ( ) for the two permittivity proﬁles shown in (c), (d).
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2.3. Kramers–Kronig media
Recent work [12, 13, 15, 16] Increasing the slope of a per-
mittivitynhomogenous media satisfying the spatial Kramers–
Kronig relations have curious scattering properties, being
generally reﬂectionless from one side and in many cases
having unit transmission. Although not initially cast as such,
this is also a case when the ‘evolution’ of the ﬁeld can be
written asymptotically as a local operation (4), which we now
brieﬂy describe.
Suppose that our initial permittivity proﬁle is vacuum
=u 0s , and that we consider a right–going wave
j =x k xexp i x0 ( ) ( ). In this case the change in the ﬁeld (2) is
equal to
⎡
⎣⎢ ò
ò
j¶
¶ = -
¶
¶
+ ¶ ¶
-¥
- ¥
x
s
k
k
u x
s
x
u x
s
x
2i
e d
e e d ,
16
s
x
k x
x
s
k x
x
s k x
0
2
i 1
1
i 1 2i
1
x
x x 1
( ) ( )
( ) ]
( )
where we imposed =h 0s and used the retarded free space
Green function: ¢ = - ¢G x x k k x x k, , exp i 2ix x0( ) ( ∣ ∣) . We
now consider the position as a complex variable
= ¢ + x x xi , and take ¶ ¶u ss as an analytic function that
tends to zero as  ¥x∣ ∣ in the upper half complex position
plane. As we take (16) towards inﬁnity in the upper half plane
the ﬁrst term in the square brackets decays exponentially to
zero as - e k xx . The second term decays with the same
exponent, as is clear if we successively integrate by parts to
obtain e.g. for N integrations
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝⎜
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⎛
⎝
⎞
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⎛
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⎝
⎞
⎠
ò
ò
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¶
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+ - ¶ ¶
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=
+
+
+
+ ¥
u x
s
x
k x
u x
s
k x
u x
s
x
e d
e 1
1
2i
d
d
1
1
2i
d
d
e d
17
x
s k x
k x
n
N
n
x
n n
n
s
N
x
N
x
N
N
s k x
1 2i
1
2i
0
1
1
1
1
1
1 2i
1
x
x
x
1
1
( )
( ) ( )
( ) ( )
( )
for large N the integral term on the second line becomes
negligibly small as we move far into the upper half plane.
Therefore j¶ ¶ss is analytic and asymptotically tends to zero
in the upper half complex position plane. Given that functions
that are analytic in one half of the complex position have one–
sided Fourier (k) spectra [24] this means that we can change the
permittivity away from vacuum by adding in an inhomoge-
neous part that is analytic in one half of the complex position
plane and we will not generate any counter propagating waves:
there will be no reﬂection from the proﬁle. Indeed, this is not
just true for small changes of the permittivity away from
vacuum, but there is never any reﬂection generated if we
continue to change us in such a way that it remains analytic in
one half of the complex position plane. To see this, consider
the formula for the second derivative of js with respect to s
⎡
⎣⎢ ò
ò
j¶
¶ = -
+
-¥
- ¥
s
k
k
x U x
x U x
2i
e d
e d e ,
18
s
x
k x
x
s
k x
x
s
k x
2
2
0
2
i
1 1
i
1 1
2i
x
x x
( )
( ) ]
( )
Figure 3. Increasing the slope of a permittivity proﬁle usually increases its reﬂectivity. The ﬁfth order KdV equation (14) (for example) can
generate proﬁles where the leading edge is steepened while retaining the same low reﬂectivity as a function of angle. (a) An initial gaussian
proﬁle (ii) (dashed black) is evolved into (i) (solid black) according to the ﬁfth order KdV equation. Wave propagation is then compared
within a very similar proﬁle (iii) (dashed red). Superimposed is a plot of wave propagation through proﬁle (i) at normal incidence (colours
as in ﬁgure 2). (b) The log of the modulus of the reﬂection coefﬁcient as a function of angle plotted for the three proﬁles (i)–(iii). The
steepened proﬁle (i) retains the same low reﬂectivity as the initial gaussian (ii), while a very similar proﬁle (iii) has a consistently higher
reﬂectivity.
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where
j= ¶ ¶
¶
¶ +
¶
¶
-U x u x
s
x
s
u x
s
2 e .s
s s k x s
1
1 1 i
2
1
2
x( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
From our analysis of j¶ ¶ss we can see that, so long as
¶ ¶u ss2 2 is analytic and tends to zero in the upper half plane
then Us will also have this property. Thus, given that (18) is of
the same form as (16) we can conclude that j¶ ¶ss2 2 is also
analytic and asymptotically tending to zero in the upper half
plane. This procedure can be used to iteratively show that all
derivatives of js have this property. Therefore if we start with
a right-going wave in vacuum and ‘evolve’ us such that stays
analytic and asymptotically zero in the upper half plane then
the change in the permittivity will never generate any
reﬂection.
One consequence of this analyticity is that, as in the case
of the KdV hierarchy, on the far left and far right of the proﬁle
the ‘evolution’ equation (16) reduces to a local operation (4)
⎪
⎪
⎧
⎨
⎩ ò
j j¶ ¶  ´
 -¥
 +¥
-¥
¥ ¶
¶
x
s
x
x
dx x
0
s
s k u x
s
i
2 1
s0 1
( ) ( ) ( )
(in cases where ¶ ¶u ss decays to zero as x1 , the integrals in
(16) must be evaluated as a principal value, taking them to be
non–zero over -L L,[ ] then taking  ¥L ). Notice that at
+¥ the operator Asˆ given in (4) depends on ‘s’ so that, except
in restricted cases, the evolution equation for the transmission
coefﬁcient (6) no longer applies and the transmission
coefﬁcient evolves as
⎜ ⎟
⎜ ⎟
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
⎛
⎝
⎞
⎠
ò ò
ò
= ¢ ¶ ¶ ¢
=
-¥
¥ ¢
-¥
¥
¢
t
k
s
u x
s
x
k
u x x
exp
i
2
d d
exp
i
2
d .
19
s
s
s
s
0
0
1
1
0
1 1
( )
( )
( )
Longhi has recently pointed out the importance of the
‘cancellation condition’, ò =-¥
¥
u x xd 0s 1 1( ) for the deﬁnition
of plane wave scattering states at inﬁnity [15], and here we
reproduce the ﬁnding that all proﬁles that satisfy this
condition are invisible from one side: they do not reﬂect for
any angle of incidence and transmit without a phase shift
[15, 16]. Moreover if such a proﬁle is evolved according to
one of the equations in the KdV hierarchy (see 2.2) then it
remains analytic in one half plane and always satisﬁes the
cancellation condition, by virtue of the conservation law
ò¶ =u x xd 0s s ( ) . The condition that these proﬁles are
analytic in one half plane means that they are always
complex, and therefore have balanced regions where the wave
is absorbed and ampliﬁed (recent work on parity-time
symmetric materials [25] has seen experimental realisations
of such media [26, 27]).
3. Controlling reﬂection from complex proﬁles
The simple transformation of the reﬂection coefﬁcients given
by (5) enables us to use the evolution equations of the
preceding sections to design complex permittivity proﬁles
with prescribed reﬂection coefﬁcients.
3.1. Reflectionless planar media
In the case of real proﬁles it is well known that the solitons of
the KdV hierarchy are reﬂectionless for all angles of inci-
dence [10, 28, 29] (the reﬂectionless Pöschl–Teller proﬁle
[30] is a soliton in the KdV hierarchy). This is because a
soliton moves at a constant velocity without changing shape.
Therefore it’s evolution is simultaneously governed by both
the symmetries of sections 2.1 and 2.2. But the reﬂection
coefﬁcient cannot evolve according to both (9) and (13)
except if it is zero for all ky. The same argument can also be
carried out to derive complex permittivity proﬁles that have
zero reﬂection coefﬁcient from both sides, for all angles of
incidence. If we demand that the solution to the KdV
equation (11) translates in space at uniform velocity V over
‘time’ s then the resulting proﬁle will be reﬂectionless from
both sides and have unit transmission, for all angles of inci-
dence. Substituting = +u u x Vts s ( ) we ﬁnd that such a
proﬁle is a solution to
¶
¶ +
¶
¶ -
¶
¶ =
u
x
k u
u
x
V
a
u
x
6 0s s
s s
3
3 0
2
which can be integrated three times to give
ò=  - - -x u uk u u u u u udi 2 , 20s u
u
0 0 1 2 3s
s
( )
( )( )( )
( )
( )
where the sign is chosen according to the branch of the square
root and the cubic function in the denominator is given by
k k- - - = - - -u u u u u u u V
ak
u u
2
21
1 2 3
3
0
2
2
1 2,( )( )( )
( )
where k1 and k2 are integration constants. In general the
solution to the integral (20) can be written in terms of elliptic
functions [10], but we shall not use this representation here.
Although there has been quite a lot doneto understand the
properties of the complex KdV equation (e.g. [31, 32]), the
complex solutions of this equation do not seem to have been
widely examined for their properties as inhomogeneous
optical media. In fact, with the freedom to choose u 0s ( ), the
velocity, and the two integration constants, (20) deﬁnes a
large number of reﬂectionless complex permittivity proﬁles
that include the soliton proﬁles as a special case. The different
proﬁles that are described by (20) can be divided up into three
kinds based on the coincidence of the roots in (21); (i)
= =u u u1 2 3, where the medium is complex and us(x) tends
to the constant u1 at inﬁnity; (ii) = ¹u u u1 2 3 where the
spatial extent of the proﬁle depends on the argument of
-u u1 3, e.g. it is an inﬁnite periodic medium when
- =u uarg 01 3( ) , and conﬁned to a ﬁnite region of space
when p- =u uarg ;1 3( ) and (iii) ¹ ¹u u u1 2 3, which is a
medium of inﬁnite extent and may not be periodic. Figure 4
shows instances of each of these cases, demonstrating the
ultra low reﬂectivity of two conﬁned proﬁles and the lack of
any band gap (as a function of angle) for a periodic medium.
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A very peculiar feature of all of these proﬁles is that they
retain their zero reﬂectivity and unit transmissivity as the
angle of incidence is varied (which amounts to varying the
wavelength inside the medium), but not as the frequency is
varied. This is exempliﬁed in the ﬁnal example of ﬁgure 4
where—at a ﬁxed frequency—the ‘cnoidal Bragg mirror’
exhibits no band gap as a function of angle, while if the
frequency is varied from the chosen value a band gap does in
general appear.
3.2. Reducing the reflection from an interface
The evolution equations discussed above can also be used to
diminish reﬂection from a proﬁle. Suppose we have some
given inhomogeneous medium and want to reduce its
reﬂection for all angles. To be concrete let us suppose a
smoothed out step function
s= +u x U x
2
1 tanh 220
0( ) [ ( )] ( )
which represents a material  = +x u x1 0( ) ( ) that is vacuum
at  -¥x and has constant permittivity + U1 0 at
 +¥x , with the transition between the two occurring
over a length scale σ around x=0. It is often practically
useful to reduce the reﬂection of a wave for a range of angles
as it passes from one medium to another, while keeping the
length scale of the transition constant. Here we use the above
theory to suggest some ways of doing this.
As we have already shown, the reﬂection coefﬁcient
changes by an exponential factor under translation (9), or
evolution by the KdV hierarchy (13). For real values of the
parameters this factor is simply a phase shift, leaving the
reﬂectivity r 2∣ ∣ unaffected. Meanwhile for complex values of
e.g. ‘time’ s, the reﬂection is exponentially increased or
diminished. For example, simply translating (22) by an ima-
ginary distance  +u x u x xi0 0 0( ) ( ) will change the reﬂec-
tion coefﬁcient according to (9): =r r k xexp 2s x0 0( ). This
alters the form of the proﬁle around x=0, continuously
diminishing or amplifying the reﬂection until ps= x 20
when one of the poles of the hyperbolic tangent is encoun-
tered, causing a jump in the reﬂectivity [16]. For this part-
icular proﬁle we can therefore diminish the reﬂection by at
most a factor of p s- kexp 2 x( ) through translation, which
requires gain in the material parameters. Despite this practical
limitation, this method of translating the proﬁle by an ima-
ginary distance to modify the scattering properties is
Figure 4. Examples of reﬂectionless permittivity proﬁles given by (20). The ﬁgure shows instances of the three different classes of proﬁle. In
each case the blue line in the upper panel shows the path traced out in us space by (20) with the background colour and arrows indicating the
value of ¶ ¶u xs and the red dot showing u 0s ( ) (note that the jumps in the background colour indicate branch cuts): (a) here the three roots of
(20) coincide = = =u u u 0.51 2 3 , which is the complex proﬁle = - +u x u k x x2 is 1 02 0 2( ) [ ( ) ], that exhibits a mixture of both loss and gain
(see [13] and the appendix of [16] for a discussion of this particular proﬁle and its practical limitations). Inset in the lower plot is a
logarithmic plot of the reﬂection coefﬁcient as a function of angle; (b) two of the three roots coincide = =u u 0.51 2 and = +u 1.5 0.7i3 in
this case resulting in a relatively complicated path in u space that in general gives rise to quite irregular—although invisible—proﬁles; (c) all
three roots are distinct and real =u 0.291 , =u 0.32 , =u 1.53 resulting in a real valued periodic medium (period l=L 1.55 ) in the form of a
cnoidal wave [10]. Inset in the lower plot is the Bloch wave-vector for a ﬁxed frequency which is a real valued function of the propagation
angle θ, illustrating the absence of any band gap (which is due to the lack of any reﬂection).
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promising, and may be similarly applied to two and three
dimensional inhomogeneous proﬁles.
Now consider evolution of (22) by the third order KdV
equation (11), for simplicity over a short period of imaginary
‘time’ t=s i . This results in a complex proﬁle with an
imaginary part in addition to the real part (22)
⎪
⎪
⎧⎨
⎩
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎡
⎣⎢
⎤
⎦⎥
⎫⎬
⎭
s
t
s s s
s s s
= +
+ -
+ +
u x
U
x
aU
x
k U
x x
k U
2
1 tanh
i
sech
3
2
1
3 tanh
1
tanh
2
23
s
0
0 2 0
2
0
2
2
0
2
0
( ) [ ( )]
( )
( ) ( ) ( )
and has a reﬂection coefﬁcient which is diminished by a
factor of t- akexp 8 x3( ) (see ﬁgure 5), although we must
remember that τ is restricted to take values such that the
imaginary part of (23) is much smaller than the real part2.
In the limit of a sharp interface, s  k U1 3 22 02 0 the
imaginary part of (23) takes negative values, requiring the
medium to have gain. Meanwhile in the opposite limit of a
slowly graded interface s  k U1 3 22 02 0 , the imaginary part
is always positive. The crossover between these two cases
occurs when s l= - ~-k U U2 1 2 3 0.130 1 1 2 0 0( ) ,
which is the smallest scale of transition where gain is not
required in the material. This distributed loss must be
implemented quite precisely in order to have the desired
effect.
Figure 5. If the KdV equation is applied to evolve an initially permittivity proﬁle for an imaginary ‘time’ interval t=s i then the reﬂection
from the proﬁle will exponentially diminish or increase, depending on the sign of τ: t= -r ak rexp 8s x3 0( ) . For small τ the permittivity simply
acquires an additional imaginary part; (a) a smoothed out step proﬁle acquires the imaginary part given in (23), here shown for t = 0.2; (b)
the natural logarithm of the reﬂection coefﬁcient plotted for increasing t . Superimposed is the dashed line showing the predicted decrease of
reﬂectivity t= -r r aklog log 8s x0 3( ) ( ) , which in this case is only expected to hold for small t ; (c) the logarithm of the reﬂectivity plotted as a
function of both the angle of incidence and t . As is evident from (13), the exponential decrease in the reﬂectivity falls off as qcos3( ) as we
move away from normal incidence.
2 Note that the conservation law ò¶ =u xd 0s s is not obeyed by (23) this is
because us does not tend to the same constant at = ¥x .
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4. Summary
There is a fascinating link between the KdV equation of ﬂuid
dynamics and the time independent Schrödinger equation: if
the potential in the Schrödinger equation is ‘evolved’ subject
to the KdV equation then the reﬂectivity as a function of
energy remains unchanged for every snapshot in ‘time’. In the
above work we have investigated the equivalent of this
relationship for an electromagnetic wave propagating through
an inhomogeneous slab of dielectric material, where the
invariance of the reﬂectivity as a function of energy translates
into invariance as a function of angle, for a ﬁxed frequency.
The relationship between the KdV equation and the
reﬂectivity of an inhomogeneous slab was derived using an
alternative method to the usual operator one, where we con-
sidered the radiation due to the current induced in the material
when the permittivity is changed by a small amount. Through
demanding that this additional radiation change the ﬁeld at x
in a way that depends only on the ﬁeld inﬁnitesimally close to
x we derived the ﬁrst two equations of the KdV hierarchy, as
well as the Kramers–Kronig media recently considered in
[12, 13, 15, 16]. This provides a physical picture of the link
between the KdV hierarchy and wave propagation through
inhomogeneous media.
There is much more freedom to manipulate the reﬂec-
tivity of a medium if the permittivity is allowed to take
complex values. Using an exact solution of the KdV equation
(a limiting case of which is the Pöschl–Teller potential) we
found a very large class of both bounded and unbounded
complex permittivity proﬁles that do not reﬂect from either
side, for any angle of incidence, verifying this numerically. In
the special case of the periodic ‘cnoidal wave’ solution to the
KdV equation we found that the non–reﬂection property
translates into there being a real value of the Bloch vector for
all angles of propagation. Finally we applied the evolution
equations discussed in the ﬁrst part of the paper to reduce the
reﬂection of a wave from an interface, where the permittivity
is rapidly increased from one constant value to another. In this
case the KdV equation can be used to ﬁnd a distribution of the
dissipative response that must be added to the interface in
order that the reﬂectivity is decreased for all angles of inci-
dence (although this reduction is much less for the angles far
away from normal incidence).
The overall purpose of this paper has been twofold:
ﬁrstly to show that knowledge of the relationship between the
KdV hierarchy and the Helmholtz equation can be a useful
addition to existing design tools such as transformation
optics, and provides another method for controlling scattering
from complex inhomogeneous media. The second purpose is
to propose that metamaterials may be suitable for experi-
mentally investigating the equivalence of scattering for media
that have been ‘evolved’ according to the KdV equation, a
beautiful connection that (as far as the author is aware) has
not yet been practically demonstrated.
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